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Particle Physics outreach 

Well established community, network of contacts, set of activities 

> CERN School for physics teachers in Portuguese Language

> IPPOG Masterclasses 

> Public sessions 

Contact person: Pedro Abreu
abreu@lip.pt



  

CERN school for physics teachers in PT

> Organized by Portugal, Brazil and CERN 

> Crucial in strengthening and widening the network 

> Increased the participation in Masterclasses, requests for Seminars, 
visits to CERN, ...

Portuguese language



  

IPPOG Masterclasses

8th Edition, impressive growth... 

> Support from ATLAS + CMS + All  LIP researchers and students

 > 11 locations, over 2000 participants, sites varying from 40 to 380x2

Improve preparation work along the year?

> Seminars at schools

> What more...?
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Public sessions
> Good contribution from IDPASC (International Doctorate Programme) 

> Quite a few Public sessions 
   featuring  the Higgs boson!

Café de Ciência na Assembleia da República
Investigação fundamental e aplicada: Contributos do bosão de Higgs

Document delivered:



  

Cosmic Rays

Cosmic rays have a large outreach potential

> From Particles to the Universe... 

> Easy to demonstrate phenomenon

> 2012 centenary of discovery

Some topics:

> Seminars and  events in schools

> Exploring the Auger public data set

> Now part of Environmental Radiation Project

> Towards Masterclasses in Comic Rays
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The Pierre Auger Observatory

~ 3000 km2

 Malargüe, Mendoza (Argentina)



  

Pierre Auger Observatory public data

1% of the Auger data is made public in a web page updated everyday



  

Pierre Auger Observatory public data

1% of the Auger data is made public in a web page daily updated



  

Pierre Auger Observatory public data

Event display pictures + generic info available for each event

ASCII file per event with quantities measured in each tank

Global ASCII file with reconstructed info of all events (core, direction, E)

(Surface detector only)
(Energy upper limit)



  Contact person: Maria Kamm
maria-kamm@gmx.de
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maria-kamm@gmx.de



  

Questions and answers on extreme energy cosmic rays

- A guide to explore the Pierre Auger Observatory public data -

1. The cosmic rays spectrum
2. How do cosmic ray showers develop
3. How do we detect cosmic rays
4. How do we measure extreme energy cosmic rays
5. What are these data telling us about extreme energy cosmic rays

developed within LIP-Auger group as a tool to explore the Auger public 
data set for students in the final years of high school (15-18 years old)



  

1. The cosmic ray spectrum

“Warming up” section

Cosmic ray basic concepts

Orders of magnitude, units, fluxes, 
solid angles, log scales...



  

Basics on particles and interactions for shower development
Simple models to describe cosmic ray showers in the atmosphere

2. How do cosmic ray showers develop



  

The most formal section, but can be done in “lighter” versions
some maths required (logarithms, exponentials, trigonometry)

Basics on particles and interactions for shower development
Simple models to describe cosmic ray showers in the atmosphere

2. How do cosmic ray showers develop



  

3. How do we detect cosmic rays

Learning about detection techniques, sampling and the Pierre Auger
Observatory and exploring the Observatory web site



  

4. How do we measure extreme energy cosmic rays

A shower by shower analysis is proposed. 
How do we go from ground measurements to the primary particle? 
Basics of shower reconstruction without getting into complex algorithms



  

5. What are these data telling us about extreme 
energy cosmic rays

Statistical analysis of the full set of showers
Getting closer to published Auger results (limited statistics and energy)
Histograms / Excel / ...



  

Finally some simple calculations are proposed to discuss these results in 
light of the galactic/extragalactic origin of cosmic rays 

5. What are these data telling us about extreme 
energy cosmic rays

Statistical analysis of the full set of showers
Getting closer to published Auger results (limited statistics and energy)
Histograms / Excel / ...



  

Find the Guide in http://www.auger.org/education/Auger Education

Contacting the authors:
Pedro Abreu (abreu@lip.pt), Sofia Andringa (sofia@lip.pt), 
Francisco Diogo (fdiogo@lip.pt), Catarina Espirito Santo (catarina@lip.pt)

English and Portuguese versions available

mailto:abreu@lip.pt
mailto:sofia@lip.pt
mailto:fdiogo@lip.pt


  

1) Program “Science in the Summer” (Ciência Viva) 2 weeks @ LIP: 

> Auger 
   Explore public data with the Guide + “seeing” de cosmic rays

> ATLAS 
   Light, fibers, cintilators + “masterclass-like” work with events
   (Agostinho Gomes , agomes@lip.pt)

2) Environmental Radiation Project

> Sending the guide to schools...

> Prepared teacher's guide with proposed answers + guidelines

> Giving training and support to teachers

3) Towards Masterclasses in Cosmic Rays

Using the Guide

(Luis Peralta, luis@lip.pt) 

mailto:agomes@lip.pt


  

+ New projects included

+ Cosmic ray projects

> 50 schools participated

(Luis Peralta, luis@lip.pt) 



  

Towards Masterclasses in Cosmic rays

Proposed Activity 1:

From the measurement of a tiny fraction of the shower particles on 
ground, how do we get to the characteristics of the primary cosmic 
particle that reached the top of the atmosphere?

Proposed Activity 2:

Where do extreme energy cosmic rays come from?

A one day event:

1. Short set of introductory lectures reviewing the main concepts

2. “Hands on”: analysis of Pierre Auger Observatory real data

3. Teleconference for the presentation/discussion of the results

Discussions towards a joint effort ongoing...
Would like to have a “test-bench masterclass” still this academic year



  
11 kEuro + taxes + tranportation
Gas (Helium): one bottle ~300 Euro enough for ~1 year

Spark chambers
Made at the LIP workshop for outreach  purposes
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